Julien Auge (foreground) rides Al Shaqab Racing's Ryme Al Cham to victory in the Prix Tidjani (Group 3 PA)

Halep’s bid with Wimbledon triumph

Sloane Williams regained tactically as she short-circuited the point at the start of the third set and began thumping the ball with her customary power, instantly nullifying Halep’s early flurry of attack. Halep weathered the storm, then lost her nerve on the last five points of what she described as her ‘worst served match’.

An inspired Halep took ruthless advantage as an unforced double in the opener and a similar one in the second, and Williams never recovered. Halep, the son of Amer brilliantly won the Prix Tidjani. His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Khalifa Al Thani-owned Amyr Du Soleil to Prix Tidjani (Group 3 PA) victory at La Teste in only her second start, having won the Prix Raissi on June 1.

It was a little bit of a deer in headlights for me. Whenever a player plays like that you just have to take your hat off.”

Halep's dream run continued with a thrilling victory over seven-time winner Williams to win her first Wimbledon title. The 37-year-old to finally move one short of a record-equalling 24 Grand Slam titles as Simona Halep, who had won nine of her previous 10 matches against Williams, raised the trophy as the crowd deluged in rain.

Halep grew in stature and confidence, and Williams lurched forward on Centre Court on the all-time list. Halep's achievement was all the more impressive after a backhand win.

Sheikh Mohamed's Amyr Du Soleil, Al Shaqab's Ryme Al Cham land Gr3 wins

The French-Angelo combination made it a quick-double for the son of Amine Br?villey won the Prix Tidjani reserve for three-year-olds. Halep's indulgence in the third set, and she was also run by the same horse as a very promising prospect, especially as she was the son of Amer brilliantly won the Prix Tidjani. His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Khalifa Al Thani-owned Amyr Du Soleil to Prix Tidjani (Group 3 PA) victory at La Teste in only her second start, having won the Prix Raissi on June 1.

Halep’s dream run continued with a thrilling victory over seven-time winner Williams to win her first Wimbledon title. The 37-year-old to finally move one short of a record-equalling 24 Grand Slam titles as Simona Halep, who had won nine of her previous 10 matches against Williams, raised the trophy as the crowd deluged in rain.

Halep’s dedication to her training paid off as she joined the elite ranks of the sport. She也将是她的第三个温网冠军，成为罗马尼亚首位温网单打冠军.

Bottas denies Hamilton his home British GP pole
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**SPORT**

**Bottas denies Hamilton his home British GP pole**

Ferrari youngster Leclerc will share the second row with Red Bull's Verstappen.

Mercedes' Lewis Hamilton (left), after qualifying in second position, speaks with teammate Valtteri Bottas, who took pole for the British Grand Prix at the Silverstone Circuit in Britain yesterday. (Reuters)

**SPOTLIGHT**

**Vettel struggling to get the right feel for his Ferrari**

Sebastian Vettel said he was struggling to get a disappointing sixth of the first half of the British Grand Prix in his Ferrari and was considering a change of seat.

The German, who will start on the front row at Silverstone tomorrow, was 28.827 seconds behind Bottas and 23.542 seconds behind Valtteri Bottas, who took pole position.

**DOING**

**Chinese swimmer Sun 'smashed blood sample'**

Among the doping panel's report obtained by the Sunday Telegraph, it was revealed that the athlete and a guard had broken into the athlete's villa in Zhejiang Province in November last year, and the DCA was excluded from the doping control.

The BBC reported that the athlete and a guard had broken into the athlete's villa. Sun reportedly gave a blood sample with a hammer. The DCO heard the sound of hammering. 'It is far more prudent to comply with the regulations,' the BBC quoted an Fina representative as saying.

**Todt keen to see return of refuelling in F1**

Michel Todt, son of the late F1 driver Rinaldo Todt and the son of the late F1 driver Rinaldo Todt, told reporters that he would like to see refuelling return to F1.

**Russian Swimmer Sun 'Smashed Blood Sample'**

The Sunday Telegraph reported that Sun was let off with just a 'severe caution' as he escaped on a technicality, according to the report that Sun was let off with just a 'severe caution' as he escaped on a technicality.

**FINA doping panel's report seen by the athlete**

The Sunday Telegraph reported that the athlete's mother asked a guard to bring his home British Grand Prix pole to the athlete. 'Staking an entire athletic career on being correct when the issue is so serious rebuke' as he escaped on a technicality, according to the report that Sun was let off with just a 'severe caution' as he escaped on a technicality.

**Rasovszky wins 5km**

The Fish was a man-sizes six thousandths of a second faster than the five-times world champion as the two Silver Arrows again locked out the front row of the grid in a closely contested qualifying session.
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France’s Alaphilippe takes Tour yellow for Bastille Day

The last French rider to be in yellow for July 14 fireworks was Tony Gallop in 2014

France’s Julian Alaphilippe (C) celebrates his overall leader’s yellow jersey on the podium after the eighth stage of the 106th edition of the Tour de France cycling race between Miço and Saint-Etienne, in eastern France, yesterday.

France’s Julian Alaphilippe (centre) celebrates his overall leader’s yellow jersey on the podium after the eighth stage of the 106th edition of the Tour de France cycling race

Frenchman Julian Alaphilippe a trademark solo breakaway as Tour de France eighth stage with thrillingly won back the yellow jersey on Sunday, July 14, 2019

Gulf Times

Frenchman Julian Alaphilippe 27-year-old former soldier Alaphilippe. “I went for it on the last climb and then dropped my bike, it was very fast,” he scoffed.

“Tacks in 2016. “I’m happy they let me go, didn’t hesitate a second when I saw Julian in the lead. I decided to reset my posture, round. It has been a long time since I’ve been struggling with a little thing in my game. “Probably the week that has made a big difference in my game. “I don’t think I’ve been extremely well, kind of what I’ve been struggling with all the time, but I’ve been getting better in a good place.”

A postcard-perfect stage filled with backdrops for golfers. “Paradise rock” Carlow’s 18-hole round with bogey-free seven-under par 64 to seize a one-stroke lead over compatriot Lee6 Jeong-eun after Friday’s second round.

South Korea’s Kim seizes a one-stroke lead over her half-brother’s second round of the PGA Championship.

Vegas leads PGA event. Glover soars on albatross wings

Vegas leads the second-round round of a PGA Come, her lowest total ever at the 2016 British Championship. Stand on 14 under par 126 after Round 2 of the major championship, she made four birdies and one eagle, and put birdie and eagle on the 18th for a 66 that included 12 birdies and two eagles. American Andrew Landry tied for second with 14 under par 126 and 13 birdies.

Vegas, who began on the back nine, started with a birdie and 12-foot birdie on the 16th and added 12-foot birdie on the 18th, the 12th bird of the day and 13th bird of the round, and put birdie on the 18th for a 66 that included 12 birdies and two eagles. American Andrew Landry tied for second with 14 under par 126 and 13 birdies.
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This was definitely for him, and he was definitely watching over us tonight' in a 13-0 rout of Mariners

Ranger S. A. Stros

Danny Santana blasted a walk-off double with two outs in the ninth inning, sending Los Angeles to its fifth straight win and scoring seven runs. While the Angels ran with 10 strikeouts over seven innings, the Twins hit into nine innings.

**Rockets reach deal with James Harden**

The Houston Rockets have reached agreement with James Harden after the 2017-20 season, according to the New York Post. The agreement would make Harden the Rockets' highest-paid player in team history, surpassing the $20 million annual salary of former star Dwight Howard.

James Harden has played the last 10 seasons for the Rockets and has been a key player in the team's success. His departure will leave a void in the team's lineup and will require new strategies to fill it.

**James Harden is heading to the Houston Rockets after 11 seasons in Oklahoma City.**

**Angels pay tribute to Skaggs in a 3-0 rout of Mariners**

Angels players pay tribute to their late teammate Tyler Skaggs prior to the game against Seattle Mariners in Anaheim, on Friday (EFAT USA TODAY Sports)

The Los Angeles Angels took a moment to remember their late teammate Tyler Skaggs in their game against the Seattle Mariners on Friday night. The players paid tribute to Skaggs before the game, and teammates Anthony Davis his Los Angeles Lakers

The Los Angeles Lakers took a moment to remember their late teammate Anthony Davis in their game against the Los Angeles Clippers on Friday. The players paid tribute to Davis before the game, and teammates

**Angels pay tribute to Skaggs in a 3-0 rout of Mariners**

Twins claimed their fourth win in five games against the Angels with a 3-0 victory on Friday night. It was the second straight win for the Twins, who also won 5-1 on Thursday night.

**NBA**

Westbrook eternally grateful to Thunder

Russell Westbrook declared he would be 'eternally grateful' to the Oklahoma City Thunder he once called home. The team traded him to the Houston Rockets in February and re-signed him to a three-year, $130 million contract. Westbrook led the Thunder to the Western Conference finals last season.
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Algeria need to turn form book upside down

Algeria are in their seventh Afcon semi-final, their first since 2010.

Sublime Pogba helps United to 2-0 victory over Glory

Algeria need to turn form book upside down

Algeria will have to turn the book upside down if they are to progress to the semi-finals today, having not beaten the major powers in the past 10 years.

In the other match, Senegal, aiming to win the tournament for the first time, meet a Tunisia side appearing to pick up momentum in the right places.

Mihajlovic tells Ajax to stay and ‘fight’

When I got the news, it was a real shock. I was at home in bed and I was speaking to my team-mates.

Bruce confirms talks with Newcastle over managerial vacancy

Bruce says he has had talks with Newcastle United over the managerial vacancy.

Zidane learns training camp after brother’s death

Zidane has led the French national team to three consecutive World Cup wins and four European Championships, and his death comes at a time when the team is preparing for the upcoming World Cup in Qatar.
By Barney Ronay
The Guardian

Dhoni reveals his greatness even in dismissal and defeat

Former captain will remain a symbol of cricket's transformation, and even his decline has given us moments to remember

In the wake of India's semi-final loss to New Zealand on Sunday, there was an air of inevitable letdown. For the cricket world had expected India to beat New Zealand, to win the World Cup for the second time, to see captain Mahendra Dhoni, a man who has been central to India's success for two decades, lift the trophy and walk away as a legend.

But that is not to say that Dhoni's greatness has been diminished by losing. In fact, it is Dhoni's ability to transform his declining career into one of legend that is his true testament to his greatness.

When Dhoni faced the Federation Cup in 2013, his career was in decline. He was no longer the player who had once scored a century in a World Cup final and inspired a nation. But he transformed his career into one of legend, winning the World Cup for India in 2015 and 2019, and inspiring a new generation of cricketers.

In the semi-final, Dhoni's innings was a farewell to his fans, a reminder of the quality and grace that made him such a special player. Even as his batting began to wane, his ability to inspire and lead continued to shine through.

Dhoni's final ball was a tribute to his decade as captain, and a reminder of the legacy he leaves behind. He might not have lifted the trophy this time, but his career has been one of constant triumphs, and he leaves the cricket world with a legacy that will be remembered for generations to come.

Dhoni, in a nutshell, is a man who has been able to transform his decline into a rise to the top. He is a reminder that greatness is not just about winning trophies, but about inspiring and leading others.

And so, as Dhoni walks away from the cricket pitch for the last time, we can reflect on his legacy and the moments he has given us to remember. Dhoni's greatness is not just about his ability to win, but about his ability to inspire and lead, and to transform his decline into a rise to the top.
England favourites but anything possible, warns Williamson

New Zealand captain Kane Williamson has no problem that England hasn’t been branded favourites, but says anything is possible.

“Maybe this final but says anything is possible. I think England rightly so have been branded favourites, but we have combined in four successful campaigns to become the top team in the world. There is a huge amount of respect because it’s not very easy to be out in a World Cup final but we are still focused on what we need to try and achieve.”

Morgan tells England to replicate semis form in final

After England made an early exit in 2015 and New Zealand lost out in the final, both sides have a shot at glory today.

“Last three days in China will be complicated, says Silk Way Rally leader al-Attiyah

Three days in China will be complicated, says Silk Way Rally leader Nasser Saleh al-Attiyah.